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PLEIADES PARLER, 
A VIDEO SERIES INTRODUCING PLEIADES’ CURRENT WORK  

 
Toronto, ON -- Pleiades Theatre Artistic Producer Andrey Tarasiuk has selected three 
playwrights, Stephen Bandera, Anne Chislett, and Ash Knight, to draft two translated plays and 
one original work on commission. And, he has created “Pleiades Parler,” a new video series to 
introduce them and their work in progress, for broadcast this June. Paired with theatre board 
members, the series will be an intimate and in-depth look at the playwrights, their process, and 
Pleiades Theatre. The fourth video will be Tarasiuk in conversation about the theatre’s future 
plans. The series is coordinated and directed by Knight and edited by acclaimed video producer 
Eddie Kastrau. Broadcast online on June 5, 12, 19 and 26 at www.pleiadestheatre.org via 
Pleiades' YouTube and Vimeo Channels, the series is free to view. 
 
Carla Flamer will be in conversation with actor, director and producer Ash Knight about his 
translation and adaptation, Cyrano d'Aujourd'hui, adapted from Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmond 
Rostand. Maryam Khoshyomn will be in conversation with Anne Chislett, senior award-winning 
playwright (Flippin’ In; Not Quite the Same; Quiet in the Land) about her original work, Mata 
Hari: Eye of the Day. Michael Bourassa will be in conversation with award-winning journalist 
Stephen Bandera about his translation, Masara, from the original by Marius Ivaškevičius.  
 
“All three have impressed Pleiades with a sense that they have something important to say 
through their writings,” says Tarasiuk, “In each case, the common factor is a focus on power 
and the powerless and our company is honoured to be a route through which their ideas and 
their new scripts ca,n emerge.” Due to the Covid-19 lockdown in Toronto through to June, the 
videos will be personal footage shot by participants from their homes. 

Pleiades Theatre is pleased to partner with sponsors and funders for its 2021 programming, 
with thanks to Season Sponsor BMO, as well as the Canada Council for the Arts, Ontario Arts 
Council, Toronto Arts Council, The McLean Foundation, The Norman and Margaret Jewison 
Charitable Foundation, and The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation. 
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